**Gavrilo Princip: Prosecution Source Questions**

**DOCUMENT A:** This document is the constitution of the organization that Gavrilo Princip belonged to.

1) Based on the wording of this document, does this seem like a political group willing to compromise, or a terrorist group set on violence?

2) What sort of nations are they willing to support and be friendly with? Does that seem like a diplomatic stance?

**DOCUMENT B:** Austrian report on the assassination of the Archduke. This report was filed by Austria following the assassination

3) Why is it good for the purpose of this report that the cyanide capsules did not work for the assailants?

4) Does the plan they made up seem premeditated or a spur of the moment attack? Does being premeditated make it seem more malicious?

**DOCUMENT C:** The current plaque at the memorial site

5) Why doesn’t this plaque mention motivations or reasons for the attack?

6) Does this plaque make it seem like current day Bosnia is proud, ashamed, or feels neutral about the attack?